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Changelog: * New: support for hair rendering. * New: support for realtime camera rotation. * Fixed:
runtime errors occurring with materials containing mtl files. * Fixed: changes in the radius of rays in
shaders leading to incorrect rendering. * Fixed: incorrect data in the viewport on the Master View. *
Fixed: the axis of the camera was not displayed correctly in the Camera Frame Preview. * Fixed: the
filmstrip window was not able to be closed after rendering a shot. * Fixed: broken results of the shot test
function. * Fixed: the project filter was not reset properly after rendering a shot. * Fixed: the camera has
moved in the viewport when hovering the mouse over a panel. * Fixed: the viewport no longer changes
automatically when switching to a new module. * Fixed: a crash has occurred when rendering the default
shader. * Fixed: when several animations were running at the same time, the events of the last one were
not cancelled. * Fixed: the effect of the Glow shader was not disabled by default when using the Project
View for rendering. * Fixed: a runtime error occurred during rendering for triangles that had a negative
width or height. * Fixed: when showing an empty shader, the Info panel could show unnecessary
information. * Fixed: a memory leak was occurring when activating a multi-pass shader multiple times. *
Fixed: a loss of animation clip data occurred when switching into the toolpath view. * Fixed: a crash
occurred when rendering a shot with custom masking and setup. * Fixed: a crash occurred when using
the Shadow test function and the Shadow shader. * Fixed: it was not possible to deactivate material
effects using the Graphic User Interface. * Fixed: the alpha blending option of the ColorFromRGB node
was incorrectly shown in the effect options. * Fixed: a crash occurred when using the Render As button of
the Active View. * Fixed: the sizing of the position view was not correct when opening nodes for the first
time. * Fixed: a runtime error could occur when using the Sync Viewports function. * Fixed: the viewport
of the 3D View was incorrectly displayed. * Fixed: the viewport was not correctly displayed in the Shadow
mode. * Fixed: the viewport was not correctly displayed in the Vr View. * Fixed: a crash occurred when
using the shadow view. * Fixed:
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